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The electronic excitations of the ground "I term of Nd" in the trigonal phase of NdA10, have

been studied. All the 26 energy levels of this term were measured by means of Raman scattering,
fluorescence, and optical absorption in the visible region and the near infrared. According to the
irreducible representations of D,—the site symmetry of Nd" in this crystal —these levels were

classified by polarization selection rules. The observed levels were analyzed within the framework of
crystal field theory. It was found that in order to obtain a best fit to the Stark splitting, J mixing
between all multiplets of the 'I term had to be included. The six crystal field parameters thus

obtained yielded a mean standard deviation of 6.6 cm ' between the measured and calculated energy
levels. Using the eigenvectors of the energy states that were obtained by the crystal field calculations
the g factors and relative electronic Raman intensities were computed. An asymmetry is predicted in

the xz and zx electronic Raman spectra as observed experimentally. However, the agreement between

calculated and measured values for both g factors and relative Raman intensities is qualitative only.
The discrepancies are too large to account for by experimental errors only. Two factors are proposed
as a possible explanation: (a) the ion-lattice interaction in the ground I 9/2 multiplet, which modifies
the eigenvectors; (b) the proximity of the exciting laser line to Nd ' states might introduce near-resonance
effects which will influence the relative Raman intensities.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic Raman effect of rare-earth ions
in crystals has been studied during the last years,
both theoretically'-3 and experimentally. 4 6 with-
in the framework of crystal field theory the elec-
tronic-polarizability tensor can be calculated. The
relative strength of the expected Raman lines can
be computed from it and compared with the ob-
served transitions. Such an analysis, combined
with energy levels and magnetic g-factor calcula-
tion, can be used to examine crystal field models.
This approach has been applied to the cases of Ces'
in CeC13 and Dy3' in dysprosium garnets. 5

NdA103 belongs to a group of rare-earth alumi-
nates (La, Ce, Pr, and Nd), which have Df, sym-
metry at room temperature. v ~~ All these crystals
undergo a trigonal-to-cubic (perovskite) transition
at high temperature. Interesting behavior is ob-
served in PrA103, which has two additional phase
transitions below room temperature, which are
attributed to an interaction between the crystal vi-
brations and the electronic excitations of the Pr3'
ion. ' Since NdA10& does not have any phase
transition (magnetic or structural) down to 2 'K,
the electronic structure of the Nds' ion in this

crystal and its interaction with the lattice vibra-
tions can be contrasted with those of PrA103.
From the results of this study on NdA103 we con-
clude that there is a pronounced ion-phonon inter-
action in the Igf2 ground multiplet of Nd ', which,
however, is insufficient to induce a phase trans-
formation.

This paper describes a study of the 4I term of
Nds' in NdA103. All the electronic levels of this
term were observed experimentally by Raman
scattering and infrared absorption or fluorescence
and their symmetry determined from the polariza-
tion selection rules. A crystal field analysis was
applied to the results and relative scattering in-
tensities were calculated.

In Sec. II we review the crystal field theory ap-
plied to the electronic Raman effect. The experi-
mental procedure and results are given in Sec. III.
An analysis of these results is presented in
Sec. IV.

II. CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY AND ELECTRONIC
RAMAN EFFECT

The site symmetry of the Nd3' ion in NdA103 is
D3. However, the spectroscopic study indicates
that the deviation from cubic (0„) symmetry is very
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small. In consequence, all the I'8 levels of the
cubic field" split into pairs of closely spaced lev-
els of D3 symmetry types, I'4 and I'5 ~ under the
influence of the small trigonal distortion.

Polarization selection rules for electric dipole
transitions (in absorption and fluorescence) are
used in order to identify the Stark levels. For the
case of an ion with odd number of electrons in D3
symmetry these are as follows: 1"4- I'4(o, &i), I'4- re e(o), and le e- 1'e e(&i).

As some of the observed transitions appear in
both o. and z polarizations in spectra that were
taken at 2 'K it is concluded that the Nds' ground
state is of I"4-symmetry type. We shall denote it
by Ie&e(I'4). For absorption at very low tempera-
tures we expect to observe transitions only from
this state. Thus, transitions to all excited states
are allowed in cr polarization and only transitions
to I"4-type excited states in 7t polarization.

The energy levels, Zeeman-splitting factors,
and relative electronic Raman intensities have
been calculated within the framework of crystal
field theory. Following Wybourne' the crystal
field perturbation is given by

V, =Z B,'C,'" . (1)
k, q

For the f" configuration, the matrix elements of

p, are given by

(f"ySLJMI V.I/" y' SL' J' M')

=Z,'(- )'-"
k, q

—M q M'

x (f II C' '
ll f)(f"ySLJ II U' '

IIf"y'SL'J'), (2)

where

(f"ySLJII O'"'II f"y'SL'J')

=(-1) ' ' ' [(2J+1)(2J'+1)]

(f"ySL II
U'"

llf"y'SL') . (2)
J J' k

The reduced matrix elements (SL i&
U"' ti SL') were

calculated by Nielson and Koster. ~7

Symmetry considerations for D3 site symmetry
of the Nds' ion in the crystal lead to a potential
V, of the form

y B2C(2& ~ BeC(4& + Be(C(4& C(4&)

+BeCie&+Be(C' ' —C'e&)+Be(C'e'+C' ') .
(4)

The scattering tensor for the electronic Raman
effect is given by4

P(& gi v ~o ~ )=P +P =e ~ B ~ @ h [(fir lf) (il& Ig)+(fl& li)(&l& lg)l
i i

+ z + z +„ f(f I
~.

l
s) (a'I r. Ig) —(f I r. I

s) (il ~.
l g&&)

where g, i, f are the ground, intermediate, and
final states, respectively; v is the exciting laser
frequency; F.; is the energy of the ith intermediate
state; e, is the polarization of the incident (laser)
beam; and &, is the polarization of the scattered
light. The second term in (5) transforms like an
axial vector and is antisymmetric in the indices
p and o. As a result

P(f g; v, &, ~ &p) =Ps+P~,
while

P(f, g; v, &» a, ) =Ps —P„.
As the intensity of the scattered radiation is pro-
portional to P', there can be an asymmetry between
the scattered intensities for po and op polariza-
tions. The magnitude of this asymmetry depends
both on the ratio hv/B, and on the relat. ive values
of the symmetric and antisymmetric terms that
appear in Eil. (5).

Axe' treated the problem of calculating the ele-

ments of the scattering tensor by employing the
closure relations of Judd and Ofelt for the sum
over the intermediate states. He showed that the
components of the scattering tensor (i&„),& can be
expressed as linear combinations of elements of
the irreducible tensors of rank 0, 1, and 2 between
the final and initial electronic states. Equations
(2)-(5) of Axe' give explicit expressions for the
transformation of the scattering tensor from the
irreducible spherical-tensor coordinates to the
complex Cartesian basis: xe=z; x, = (1/v2)(x+iy);
x = (1/~2(x —fy). Usually we are interested in the
transformation between the components ~,'k' of the
polarizability tensor in the irreducible basis and

i&„, the polarizability in real rectilinear coordi-
nates. This is given in the Appendix together with
symmetry considerations for calculating the rela-
tive intensities in trigonal symmetry.

We have computed the matrix elements of the
form

(f ySLJMI i&.,"'If y'SL'J'M')
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=a,'(vl (-()'-"(,)
&&(f ySLJII U llf y'SL'J'), k=0, 1, 2 (7)

for the transitions within I,&2 and between this
term and I»&~. The reduced matrix elements are
given by E(I. (3) and are tabulated in Ref. 17 for
jp=2. For 4=1 we get the expression20

(I"rsL II
&"'

ll I"r'sL')(,),)
L(L+1) (2L+1) '~

(3)
I(l+ I) (2l+ 1)

The result for k = 0 is

[f(I")
I

~0(0' Ig(I")]= 3ao5(f g)/(2I+»'"
and it can be seen that ao does not contribute to
the electronic Raman transitions. Similar results
were given in some detail by Mortensen and Koning-
stein. '

To calculate the transition probabilities one still
needs to know the matrix elements (4fl sin', I + 1)
and the energies E&„. „» for all the excited con-
figurations. Assuming spherical symmetry, the
only nonzero matrix elements are those contributed
by the 4f " '5d and 4f " '5g excited configurations.

Thus, Axe expresses the factors n„'(v) (k= I, 2)
as follows:

kv(4fl y l 5d)2
o.,'(v) =- e'

7 (E5& —hp (E5q+ hv

kv(4f le 14f)
(Z„—hv)(Zg, +he))

(10)
2 ~ 3 i E5g(4fl tI5d)'

o,'(v) =- e'
5 ~ 7 (Es, —kv)(ES&+ kv)

2' ~ 5 ' ~ E„(4fly 14f)~

~3~ ~ 7 (Es~ —kv)(E5, + kv)

The radial integrals (4fl r I 5d)' and (4fl el 5g)
[which is approximated here by (4fly 14f )] can be
estimated by interpolating between Rajnak's ' val-
ues for Pr '

and Tm '. Also, the energies of the
excited configurations can be estimated from the
free-ion spectrum. However, these values might
change significantly for Nd

' in a crystal. It is
worth noting that by fitting the results of Faraday
rotation experiments for NdA103 it has been
shown that the only considerable contribution comes
from the 4f 5d configuration. Its effective energy
was calculated to be E5& = 42700 cm '. This value
is smaller than the center of gravity of the free-
ion 4f 5d configuration and is also too small to ac-
count for the electronic Raman intensity as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.

Now the electronic states of the Nd' in the crys-

tal are given by linear combinations of l JM)'s,

I(l()= Z a(JM) IyJM) .
J', M

The Raman scattering tensor for a transition be-
tween the levels g and f is then given by

(o,.),y= (fIn,.Ig)

= &a*(J'M') a(JM) (r'SL'J'M'
I
c(..I

rSLJM) .
(11)

The eigenvectors [i.e. , the expansion coefficients
a(JM)] are obtained from crystal field calculations.
The relative intensities of the Raman scattering
might be used as a test of the applicability of the
crystal field model.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Both Raman scattering and fluorescence spec-
tra were excited using the 4880-A line of an Ar'
laser with 250-mW total output. In order to dis-
tinguish Raman scattering from fluorescence the
spectrum was also observed with excitation by the
5145-A line of Ar and by the 6328-A line of He-Ne
laser (45 mW). The light was passed through a
spex 1400 double monochromator equipped with a
cooled photomultiplier (ITT FW 130). The signal
was amplified using a dc electrometer (Victoreen
1001). Infrared absorption spectra were taken with
a Perkin-Elmer 210 monochromator and a PbS de-
tector. The signal was chopped and amplified using
PAR HR-8 lock-in amplifier.

Two oriented crystals of NdA103 were used. The
crystals were 2. 5~ 3@5 mm and 0. 1&2 &&2 mm'
in dimension. Spectra were taken on several crys-
tals, some not oriented in order to check the sam-
ple dependence. '

The sample was mounted in a stainless-steel
Dewar. The temperature, within a range of 5-300
'K, was maintained by flowing cold He gas over the
sample and controlled using a feedback system. 4

Absorption from all the crystal field components
of the ground-state multiplet could be obtained by
raising the temperature to the order of -E„/k or
higher. We introduce this in Figs. 1 and 2 for
transitions to P& ~2 and F3~3. In our notation a,
b, c, . . . denote the order in which the Stark com-
ponents of each symmetry type appear within a
term. %'e find only four components in the Ig~2
multiplet instead of the expected five. However,
the polarization of the highest observed component
of the ground state (at 595 cm ') indicates that it is
an unresolved quartet consisting of I'4 and I'z 6

states. This can be seen from the room-tempera-
ture absorption spectrum 'IQ~, —E,~2 (shown in
Fig. 2). The transitions from the three lowest
Stark components of 'IS~2 to '&, ~2(1", 8) are strict-
ly polarized, while that originating at the 595 cm
level appears in both o and p polarizations. Since
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the selection rules indicate that a transition to a
&'5 6 level can occur in only one polarization, it is
concluded that the level at 595 cm is an unre-
solved I",+ I"z 6. This was further verified by
fluorescence and Raman studies.

The spectral lines corresponding to transitions
from the ground state 'I9~2(I"4) to the I&, ~a and
I,«2 multiplets in the near infrared region are

shown in the two upper parts of Fig. 1. Six out of
the seven expected lines of the I»/2 spectrum are
observed. However, the examination of the po-
larized spectra indicates that the strong line near
4280 cm ' consists of two unresolved Kramers
doublets (&4+ I'5 ~). Similarly, only seven out of
the eight expected lines are observed in the I&5/2

FIG. 1. Absorption to If3/2 and If5/2 at 2 'K and ab-
sorption to Pf/2 at elevated temperatures showing al1. the
components of I&/2.

spectrum. The position of the missing line, cor-
responding to the transition I9~2(I"4) —I~5 ~a(&5 8),
was determined from the appearance of two addi-
tional absorption lines from the excited I"4 and I'5 6

states of 'I9/p (at 122 and 148 cm ', respectively)
at 77 'K. Such a pair accompanies each of the
spectral lines observed at 4. 2 'K. However, an
extra pair of observed lines is due to the transitions
from 'I9~, (&4) and &;,, to 'I„&,(1", 6). The expected
position of this level is indicated by an arrow in
Fig.

The z polarization (propagation of the light beam
parallel to the c axis) of all the spectra. taken in
both the visible and infrared regions is very simi-
lar to the 0 polarization. This indicates that all
transitions are of electric dipole character.

The fluorescence spectrum of NdA103 is compli-
cated, because Nd' tends to emit from many dif-
ferent levels. Broad-band (1000-5000 cm ') exci-
tation in the region of 20000—25000 cm ' resulted
in a very broad and intense fluorescence. To
overcome this we selected a single emitting level
by using the laser light as an excitation source.
The best fluorescing level for this purpose proved
to be the G7/2 lower component, at about 5266 A,
excited with the 5145-A Ar'-laser line. Fluores-
cence spectra from this level to the 'I9/2 and I&&/2

multiplets are represented in Figs. 3 and 4. Two
interesting phenomena may be noted in Fig. 4.
First, the absorption coefficient for the transition
I9~2(1"4)-'G,~a(&4) is so large that this fluores-
cence line is totally absorbed, even though the
crystal was only 0. 1 mm thick. Second, in addi-
tion to fluorescence from the lower level of the
G7 /p into the ground —state multiplet, lines cor-

responding to transitions from other Stark compo-
nents of 'G, &a to the I9&a(I"; 6) level are also ob-
served even at 2 K. The separation between these
COmpOnentS Of G7/~ iS abOut 45 Cm ', aS Can be
seen in the fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 3.
Thermalization between these levels must, there-
fore, be slow relative to the radiative decay. This
is probably due to the fact that the density of phonon
states at 45 cm is small, as suggested by the vi-
bronic spectrum near the 'I9&a(I'4)- P, ~a transition
(Fig. 5).

The space group for NdA103 is D~~ with two mole-
cules per unit cell (at the temperature range from
1.2 to -1500'K), with Al iona at Cs; sites, Nd iona
at Ds sites, and oxygen ions at C2 sites. The sym-
metry division of normal modes for this structure

f.0

1"(D3„)= I"~+ SI'a+ 41'3+ 21 ~+ 41'a+ 8I"3 .
Five of these modes are Raman active: ~&+4~&.
Polarized Raman spectra at room temperature are
shown in Fig. 6, with the usual notation for the po-
larization (the x and y axes are chosen arbitrarily
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FIG. 2. Absorption to
E3~2 from all the com-

ponents of I~~2.at ele-
vated temperatures.

10900 10950 11000 v (crn-' )

in a plane perpendicular to the Cs= z axis). Ac-
cording to the selection rules the ~& mode has
only diagonal elements of the polarizability, and
cannot contribute to nondiagonal polarizations.
This mode is the only one that contributes to zz
polarization. This is clearly presented in Fig. 6,
where the I'& and three out of four I"; modes are
observed. The phonon frequencies and relative in-
tensities for the Raman lines in NdA103 are given
in Table I. The intensities are normalized to that
of the I", mode in zz polarization (I= 100). Earlier
data for this crystal are incomplete, ' mainly be-
cause of poor polarization.

Although we do not have the phonon density of
states for NdA103, we can get some idea of its
shape from the vibronic spectrum accompanying
the 4300-A '19/2(I4) Pg/p transition at low tem-

perature (Fig. 5). This vihronic spectrum could
be identified only up to about 500 cm ' because of
overlapping due to the transitions to the multiplet
Dz~z. The lines belonging to these transitions are

dashed in Fig. 5.
Raman scattering spectra at 2 'K using the 48SO-

0
A line as an excitation source are shown in Fig.
4. In addition to the phonon lines, transitions to
all the crystal field levels of the multiplets Ie~~
and I»~2 of Nd" are observed (the electronic lines
are marked e). Using the &; phonon line as a mea-
sure of the polarization quality of the crystal, we
observe that the polarization is incomplete. This
property will be discussed further in Sec. IV.

It should be noted that the Raman scattering from
all Stark components of the I9~~ ground multiplet
is observed even at room temperature, although the
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lines are very weak (see Fig. 6). An asymmetry
between the xz and zy electronic Raman spectra is
observed (compare the two first electronic Raman
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FIG. 3. Fluorescence to Iff/2 from the G7/2, excited
with the 5145-A line of the Ar' laser. The vertical lines
in the o spectrum indicate all the components of Iff/2.
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TABLE I. Relative intensities of phonon Raman lines
in NdA103 normalized to the intensity of the I,

"f' transition
at gz polarization (underlined). The results at 2 K are
given in parentheses.

e

I I I i I I I I I I I

2300 2000 600 500 0
FREQUENCY SHIFT RELATIVE TO LASER (cm-~ )

FIG. 4. Polarized Raman spectra of NdA103 at 2 K.
Electronic scattering of Ie/2 and Iff /2 multiplets are ob-
served in addition to the phonon scattering. The Raman
spectrum of Iff/2 is overlapped by fluorescence 67/2

I~/2 (inserted for comparison). The lines are desig-
nated f&(i =1,~, 4) corresponding to the transitions to
I'4, I'5, 6, I'4, and I'q, 6, respectively. A broad fluores-
cence band is evidenced by the appearance of absorption
lines to G7/2.
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lines). It is more pronounced at room tempera-
ture, because of better polarization, than in the
low- temperature spectra.

Several experimental difficulties have been en-
countered in obtaining the Raman scattering of the
I» ~2 multiplet at low temperatures. The crystal

absorbs slightly the 4880-A laser line (into the vi-
bronic tail of 69~a) thus giving rise to two types
of fluorescence:

(a) A broad band stretching over most of the
visible region. Its strength depends on the point
of incidence of the exciting light in the crystal.
Such a broad-band fluorescence is often observed
in concentrated rare-earth crystals. This is prob-
ably due to impurities.

(b) Fluorescence of the Nd' ion, in particular
the transitions Gv ~2

- Ie~&, which overlap the Ra-
man spectrum of I»'a (these are marked f in
Fig. 4).

In order to ascertain our identification, we have
depicted in Fig. 4 the fluorescence spectrum ex-
cited by the 5145-A Ar line. The broad-band
fluorescence is evidenced by the appearance of the
absorption lines from Ia', (I'4) to all components of
the G~ ~2 multiplet. Raman spectra excited by the

0
6328- A He -Ne line gave similar results for I9 ~& ~

The scattering to 'I» &, was too weak to be ob-

I '
I I I I I ' I ' I
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0 2
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FIG. 5 ~ Vibronics associated with the I9~2{P4) P~~2
transition. {The dashed spectral lines are due to the
tranSitiOnS Iol(2 D~gP. )
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FIG. 6 ~ Polarized Raman spectra of NdA103 at room
temperature. In addition to the phonon lines, weak lines
{e;)corresponding to electronic transitions of Nd ' are
observed.

All the observed energy levels of the I ground
term (26 levels) were used to obtain the crystal
field parameters of Eq. (4). The mathematical
iterative methods of fitting the best crystal field
parameters are sometimes sensitive to the initial
values chosen for these parameters (such is the
case for dysprosium garnets discussed by Wadsac
et al. ). In order to overcome this problem two
important observations were used in obtaining the
correct crystal field parameters: (i) The order
of magnitude and sign of Bo were determined from
the splitting of 'E,

~& and P, ~a at 4. 2 'K. The crys-
tal field Hamiltonian for a J = —, multiplet is V,
= B~CO

' and thus Bo can be determined directly
from this splitting. The corresponding values of
+o are —475 + 3 cm and —600 + 5 cm for E~~&
and P, ~a, respectively. (ii) Since the level split-
tings are very close to those expected for O„sym-
metry, the ratios of the parameters B'/Ba and B,/
B~(q = 8, 6) are expected to obey the cubic relation-
ships ' listed in Table II.

The search for a set of crystal field parameters
is done by using a nonlinear least-square fit pro-
grammed for a computer. At first, the ca].cula-
tions were done using first-order perturbation

served. It was impossible to obtain a better Raman
spectrum of the I&& ~2 multiplet by using the 5145-
o
A Ar' line because this spectrum is totally ab-
sorbed by the G7~2 and G5 ~2 multiplets near
5800 A.

IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Energy Levels and g Factors
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ly large. It is interesting to mention that B0 for
both 'E, ~a and &,~, decreases by 15% between 7'I

'K and room temperature. A similar change in the

splitting was observed for D5~2, but not for any
one of the multiplets of I. This can be explained

by the relative magnitude of +(q =0, 3, 6) which
occurs in V for J &3. These parameters are the
largest in V, , thus the changes in B0 do not greatly
affect the crystal field splitting of multiplets with

J &3.
We calculated the energy levels and their asso-

ciated g factors for the term I of Nd" in NdA103,
using the parameters of Table III, column B. The
results are given in Table IV, together with the ob-
served energy levels and the g„ factors of the three
lowest levels. Classification of the states is also
given according to irreducible representations of

D, , as was determined by polarization studies.
The fit between the measured and calculated energy
levels is good, but there are discrepancies between
the measured and calculated g factors. We did not
succeed in trying to improve the fit between the ob-
served and calculated g factors by changing the
values of the crystal field parameters. Changes of
the B,''s affected the values of the calculated ener-

gy levels much more than they did for those of the

g factors. Thus, a fit for both the energy levels
and the g factors could not be achieved simulta-
neously.

TABLE II. Comparison between the observed ratios
of the crystal field parameters in NdA103 and those ex-
pected for cubic symmetry.

B4

B4
0

B2

(cm )

pe

B6

B6

B6

Cubic
Set A

Set B

0.634
0.569
0.624

0.0
-793.6
-530.4

—l.195
—1.51
—0.92

0.605
0.541
0.603

theory, neglecting J mixing. The parameters ob-
tained in this way and the mean standard deviation
for the calculated energies are given in Table III,
column A. The large mean deviation of 16.5 cm
is attributed to the neglect of the interaction be-
tween the J multiplets. Then the matrix elements
connecting the states of all J''s of the I term were
added to the energy matrix in order to improve the
fit. The energy levels are calculated for each J
multiplet around its center of gravity, while the en-

ergy separations between the four I& multiplets
were added by including the spin-orbit interaction
in the Hamiltonian. This interaction was included
in the form Hgp=g„-, k„(L ~ S) . The parameters
which best fitted the multiplet separations were:
X& = 294. 02 cm ', X, = 2.45 cm ', and X, = 0.04 cm '.
The results of the best-fitted parameters for the

crystal field Hamiltonian including the J mixing are
given in column B of Table III. Not only is the
standard deviation much reduced, but the values
of the parameters are much closer to those ex-
pected for cubic symmetry. The comparison be-
tween the observed ratios of the crystal field pa-
rameters in NdA10, and those expected for cubic
symmetry is given in Table II. The only substan-
tial difference between the parameters of column
B and those expected for cubic symmetry is the
appearance of the parameter B~, which is relative-

TABLE IV. Energy levels and associated g factors for
I ground term of Nd in NdA103. The calculations were

made by using the parameters of Table III, column B.

Expt.
Energy
(cm-')

Gale.
J r,.

multiplet assignment
Energy
(cm-')

4
5, 6

5, 6

0 1.06
122 2.10
148 2.10
595
595

—1~ 3
125
146
591
599

1.26
3.48
3.03
2.40
3.23

3.17
1.67

0.90

4
5, 6
4

5, 6

2056
2078
2212
2278
2295
2321

4.392049
2082
2208
2290
2299
2313

0.53
4.06
4.16
4.41
4.88
8.29

TABLE III. Crystal field parameters B~~ for the I term
of Nd ' in NdA103, column A: a fit without J' mixing, and

column B: a fit including J mixing.
2.91

1.92
0.25

A

(cm )

B
(cm «) 4

5, 6
4

5, 6
4
4

3968
4080
4117
4159
4274
4278
4442

5.453966
4080
4116
4150
4279
4281
4441

2.25
0.11
6.00
6.35
6.79
0.86
7.08

Parameter

B2
0

B4

3

B6

—530.4

490.3
—449.4

—1646.9

—992.0

—1026.6

—793.6

1021.4
—678.8

—1691.3

-916.3
—963.3

3.14
1.05

2.29
5.00

5, 6
4
4

5, 6

5, 6

4.46
3.16
7.66
3.53
7.35
8.30
4.47

13.00

5740
5996
6019
6260
6303
6335
6734
6765

5738
5977
6021
6273
6309
6336
6737
6761

7.28

0.85
6.88
3.97

Mean standard
deviation

8.0316.5 6.6
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TABLE V. Selection rules for electronic Raman scat-
tering for an ion with an odd number of electrons for D3

and Cs„symmetries. 8„=e„-n, 8 = n —0,'„, 8»
= n~ —n~, where e~~ is the antisymrnetric component of
the polarizability [Eq. (5)].

Transition

(~4~4)
(I'4~5, e)

(~5,6~S,6)

Allowed polarization

All polarizations allowed
(S„,S), (8x+xz, ys+zy), (xx-yy, xy+yx)
Sgg 88 p XX+yy

B. Electronic Raman Intensities

It should be remembered that the g factors were
calculated to the accuracy allowed by the crystal
field model, since we included J mixing within the
I term. The other mechanisms which might af-

fect the g factors are an admixture of higher Rus-
sell-Saunders terms, covalency, and configuration
interaction. A rough calculation of the matrix ele-
ments connecting the states of the I and E terms
shows that their largest value is ('I I

B~~CO8' I 'E)
- 5 cm '. This is too small to bring about a signif-
icant correction of the g factors. The other two
mechanisms could produce a change of about 10%
in the g factors. ' Birgeneau showed thit the
ion-phonon interaction can contribute to the g fac-

. tors. . Substantial changes in the g factors from
their values calculated on the basis of a static
crystal field are expected in the extreme cases of
resonance interaction between the phonons and the
electronic levels. This has been observed in the
case of NdC13. We have reason to believe that the
interaction with the phonons affects the g factors
of the I9~2 ground multipletof NdA10, . The excited
states of 'I9~& have energies within the phonon

bands, so that a direct interaction could be impor-
tant. Also, in the case of PrA103 (and mixed
crystals Pr„Nd~ „A10& ) the interaction between
the rare-earth ions and the phonons brings about
phase transitions and substantially affects the
electronic levels.

serve that the polarization at 2'K is incomplete.
This can be seen for the I", phonon at 49 cm ',
which is observed in zz polarization, and for the
I'& phonon at 251 cm, which appears also in zy
polarization. This depolarization effect is not due
to crystal birefringence, since the polarization
was almost complete at room temperature. It
should also be noted that the polarization observed
in the absorption spectra was complete at all tem-
peratures. Another possible source could be lo-
calized strains which occurred in the crystal during
the cooling-down process, thus causing twinning. "
However, examination of the crystal between cross
polarizers showed no evidence of such an effect.
We thus conclude that the partial polarization,
which appears at low temperatures only, is some-
how due to the influence of the electronic states of
the Nd' ion.

In order to calculate the relative intensities
for the electronic Raman scattering one has to
know the ratio between the quantities ~& and ~2
defined in Eq. (10). To a first approximation, con-
sidering only contributions from the excited 4f Sd
configuration to the Raman transitions, this ratio
is simply n', /nz=+~ hv/Es„. Putting &v=20500
cm ' and E« = 42700 cm ~ (calculated from the
Faraday-rotation experiment~ ), we arrive at o', /
~2= 0.62. No agreement was found between the ob-
served and calculated electronic Raman intensities
when this value was used. Thus, the ratio n', /n, '
was taken as a variable parameter. The best
agreement was found for o&/o, ~=0. 1. The results
for I9&2 are summarized in Table VI. The Ipp(3
was not used for the comparison between the calcu-
lated and measured intensities because the latter
are unreliable due to the presence of fluorescence
(see Sec. III). A qualitative agreement between
measured and calculated intensities is observed.
The discrepancies are as follows. The intensity
pf the 7~4 1"4 line at 122 cm observed in gg po-
larization is about three times larger than the cal-
culated one and the line at 595 cm ' (I'4- I 4+ F~s z)

Selection rules for the electronic Raman effect
were discussed in detail by Kiel and Porto. Ta-
ble V gives their results for the case of a paramag-
netic ion with an odd number of electrons in D3

symmetry, the site symmetry group of Nd
' in this

crystal. In our case the ground-state level is of
I'4 symmetry type; at low temperature all the
transitions will be from this level. Thus we ex-
pect to observe 1"4- I"4 transitions in all polariza-
tions and I"4- 15 6 transitions in all but the zz po-
larizations. Therefore, we can use the zz polar-
ization to distinguish between the two types of tran-
sitions. However, judging from Table I, which
gives the relative intensities for phonon Raman
scattering at room temperature and 2 'K, we ob-

Polarization xx(yy)
Energy (cm ~)

gs xy (yx) xg Qz) sx(zy)

122 (r4")
34.7 100.0

(100.0)
34.8 0.5
(41) (5.5)

22. 5
(77)

148(r, ,)

5e5 (r,'+ r~b, )

45.4 0
(5.5)

0.1
06)

45.4 30.4
(45) (46)

147,6 71.2
(38) (29)

33.8
(42)

239.8
(78)

TABLE VI. Calculated relative intensities of elec-
tronic Raman scattering in NdA103. The observed in-
tensities at 2 'K are given in parentheses. The intensities
are normalized to that of the 122-cm line in gz polar-
ization (underlined) .
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is observed in gg polarization where it is expected
to have essentially zero intensity. This line ap-
pears in the other polarizations with intensity three
times weaker than the calculated one.

There are two possible reasons for the lack of full
agreement between the observed and calculated rela-
tive Baman intensities. The first has been mentioned
above in discussing the g factors for the I,/2
multiplet. The interaction between the states of
this multiplet and the phonons mixes the eigenvec-
tors of these two systems of excitations. This will
affect the relative intensities of both electronic and
phonon Baman lines. The other factor arises from
the fact that the exciting laser line (4880 A) lies
very close to the excited G and G terms of Nds'.
These multiplets are strongly connected to 1~&2 by
the electric dipole matrix elements, as is evi-
dence by the intense absorption in this region.
Thus, the scattering process is one of near-reso-
nance conditions and the relative intensities are
altered. A detailed calculation of the resulting in-
tensities is extremely difficult since the exact
wave functions for the excited multiplets are re-
quired.

V. SUMMARY

In this study the crystal field model has been
used in order to explain the energy-level scheme,
the g factors, and the electronic Raman effect of
NdAlO3. It has been shown that the energy levels
are well accounted for by the crystal field when J
mixing within the I term is included. Only qualita-
tive agreement is obtained for the g factors and
electronic Baman intensities. While one might
expect large discrepancies between theory and ex-
periment for the Raman intensities, the g factors
only depend on the eigenvectors and should be as
accurate as the crystal field model allows. Thus,
it is concluded that the differences between the ex-
perimental and calculated g factors are due to the
interaction with lattice vibrations which alters the
eigenvectors. This also aQects the relative Ba-
man intensities. Another suggested source of
error for the calculated intensities is the effect of
excited levels (the 'G and G terms) within the 4f o

configuration, which are strongly connected to the
I term by the odd-parity components of the crys-

tal field. In the case of the electronic Raman ef-
fect of CeC13 which was studied by Kiel et al. a
better agreement between calculated and experi-
mental intensities was obtained. However, this
system is simpler than the one studied here. The
energy levels of the 4f' configuration of Ceo'

spread over 2000 cm-' and the only mechanisms
which can produce electronic scattering are direct
coupling to the even-parity configurations. A
further study of the electronic Raman effect for
rare-earth ions with complicated energy-level

The authors wish to acknowledge the technical
assistance of H. Katz. They are indebted to W. H.
Qrodkiewicz for growing the crystals used in this
work.

APPENDIX

The transformation connecting the irreducible
tensor components ~,'~' with the Cartesian tensor
components ~, is as follows:

n«g =
2 [n2 + n 2

—(2/«8) no (2/«8)no 1 t

&o) + &o) (2/~8) &o) + (2/~8) &&)]

n„= (I/~8) (- no"'+ ~~ n"')

n„, =-. s(no ' —neo'+~2no"),

n,„=—2i(na n o
—«2 no

(2) (2) ~ (1)

j.r (1) (2) (1) (2)i
Qxg P'La1 +Q1 + Q„f 0 1 j j

&( (1) (2) + (1) + (2)i

(Al)

n)tz= 2')(ng +ng n g +n ) ) ~

.j. r (1) (2) (1) (2)

(1) (2) (1) (2)s
G~~= —z601 —O1 —N 1

—N 1 J ~

~0 '= 0 for electronic Raman scattering and is in-
cluded only for the sake of generality

If the ground and excited states are crystal field
levels, I &j) =2~„a(JM) I AM), then

(n,")),~=n„'(v) Z a*(Z'M')a(JM)(-1)
JM Ji Mi

I

, (ysLJII U'")
ll yM, J'),

(A2)
assuming that we are working within a given term.
n), (v) is defined in Eq. (10). In the case of an odd
number of electrons, symmetry properties lead to

I (n.'"')„I =
I
(n',"),, I, (As)

where g' andf' are the Kramers conjugate states
of g and f. The intensities for a given polarization
will be proportional to

(A4)

where p, o = g, y, z and the summation is over the
degenerate states of g and f for a given transition.
With the aid of Eqs. (Al) for the case of trigonal
symmetry, i. e. , SM=q(mod 3), we obtain the fol-
lowing results (the indices f and g were sup-
pressed):

&xx &yy
= 2 &2 + 3 &O

2 4 (2) 2

'=- ~2(2) '+ ~0")

schemes in crystals is required for a better under-
standing of the scattering mechanisms.
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2 2 1 {2)+ (1) 2

Qgg = Qgy
= 2 Qt QI

Each o„ in Eqs. (AS) corresponds to a given

(A5)

transition between the states f and g when the sum-
mation over the Kramers degenerate states has
been carried out. In the case of accidental degen-
eracy, these expressions must be summed over
each constituent state.
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